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To quantitatively evaluate how setup errors in conjunction with dose gradients contribute to the error in IMRT dose quality
assurance (DQA) measurements. The control group consisted of 5 DQA plans of which all individual field dose
differences were less than ±5%. On the contrary, the examination group was composed of 16 DQA plans where any
individual field dose difference was larger than ±10% even though their total dose differences were less than ±5%. The
difference in 3D dose gradients between the two groups was estimated in a cube of 6 × 6 × 6 mm3 centered at the
verification point. Under the assumption that setup errors existed during the DQA measurements of the examination group,
a three dimensional offset point inside the cube was sought out, where the individual field dose difference was minimized.
-1
The average dose gradients of the control group along the x, y, and z axes were 0.21, 0.20, and 0.15 cGy․mm , respectively,
-1
while those of the examination group were 0.64, 0.48, and 0.28 cGy․mm , respectively. All 16 plans of the examination
group had their own 3D offset points in the cube. The individual field dose differences recalculated at the offset points were
mostly diminished and thus the average values of total and individual field dose differences were reduced from 3.1% to
2.2% and 15.4% to 2.2%, respectively. The offset distribution turned out to be random in the 3D coordinate. This study
provided the quantitative data that support the large individual field dose difference mainly stems from possible geometric
errors (e.g., random setup errors) under the influence of steep dose gradients of IMRT field.
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1. INTRODUCTION1)
The justification, philosophy, and requirements of an
Intensity‐modulated radiation therapy quality assurance
(IMRT QA) program were given in the American
Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) and
European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology
(ESTRO) reports [1−3]. Point dose measurements using
an ion chamber embedded into a phantom have been
commonly practiced for IMRT dose verification [4−8].
During this procedure, one could possibly detect errors
in a treatment planning system (TPS), measurement
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process and IMRT delivery [4, 6, 8]. Therefore, how the
errors can be identified and whether the errors can be
adequately detected are clinically significant issues [4‐
12] and they have been extensively addressed in the literature [2, 3, 8−12]. Recently values of ±4% to ±5%
difference between measured and calculated doses were
set to be a confidence limit for IMRT commissioning
that could be achievable when ionization chamber measurements for the same mock structures were performed
by multi‐institutions [13−15].
In our institution, the value of ±4% difference between measured and calculated total doses has been established as a tolerance level for DQA measurements
using an ion‐chamber. This value is comparable to the
tolerance of multi‐center studies [13, 14]. Most of our
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Fig. 1. Schematic to seek the offset point.

DQA measurements satisfied the above tolerance.
However, some individual field dose differences were
larger than ±10% even for the individual field that contributed more than 10 cGy to the total dose. Basran and
Woo [2] reported that for head and neck cases, large individual field dose differences were observed even
when fields with small dose contributions were
excluded. Assuming that the selected dose point was in
high dose gradients or close to multi‐leaf collimator
(MLC) leaf ends in one or a few of the segments, they
performed new measurements by selecting new dose
points. At the new dose points, 22 out of 39 plans
passed their tolerance level of ±4%. Likewise, previous
studies [15−19] showed that such large difference mainly stemmed from setup errors in conjunction with high
dose gradients near a dose point.
However, none of the previous studies have yet demonstrated such correlation quantitatively in a systematic
manner. In this study our DQA results for the last 2
years were divided into two groups: control vs.
examination. By comparing the DQA results of both
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groups in terms of dose gradients, geometric offsets,
and 3D offset distribution, we intended to present the
quantitative data that supports the above conclusion.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In our institution, patients were treated with dynamic
IMRT using a Varian ClinacTM 6EX or 21EX Linac
equipped with a 120 MillenniumTM MLC (Varian
Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). Point dose measurements were performed by using a 0.125 cc ion‐chamber
(semiflex, PTW, Freiburg, Germany) inserted into a cylindrical acryl phantom. A verification plan with the
same fluence maps as the treatment plan was generated
on CT images of the phantom in the TPS (Varian
Medical Systems, EclipseTM) and delivered to the phantom at the planned gantry and collimator angles. The
active volume of the ion‐chamber was contoured as a
region of interest (ROI) on CT images so that its dose
distribution and dose volume histogram were calculated.
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A point of measurement was selected in the region of
high (more than 80% of the prescription dose) and uniform dose that dose difference between both points of
±3 mm centered the point of measurement along the x,
y, and z axes was less than 2% of the prescription dose,
which was usually within the planning target volume
(PTV).
From July 2006 to July 2008, a total of 184 IMRT
DQA measurements were performed according to the
method described above. The DQA results showed a
passing rate of 92.2% in a criteria of ±3% and 98.5%
in a criteria of ±5%. Among them, a total of 16 DQA
cases showed large individual field dose differences (>
±10%) for the fields with planned doses of > 10 cGy
even though their total dose differences were less than
or equal ±5%. The total number of such individual
fields was 17 because one DQA case had two of such

fields. These fields were defined as the examination
group. Five DQA cases of which all individual fields
showed less than ±5% dose difference were selected as
the control group (a total of 30 individual fields). The
total dose differences for both the control and the examination groups were all less than ±5%. The individual
Ind

field dose difference ( Ddiff ) and the total dose differTot

ence ( Ddiff ) were calculated as follows:
Ind
(%) =
Ddiff

Dose mea − Dose cal
× 100
Dose cal

(1)

N

Tot
Ind
Ddiff
= ∑ Ddiff
(i )
i =1

, N = the total number of fields, (2)

where Dosemea and Dosecal were measured and calculated doses, respectively.

Table 1. Dose Gradient within 3 mm from the Verification Point along X, Y, and Z Axes.
Dose Variation of Control Group (cGy/mm)

Dose Variation of Examination Group (cGy/mm)

Maximum Value

Average Value

Standard Deviation

Maximum Value

Average Value

Standard Deviation

x

0.26

0.21

0.04

1.18

0.64

0.31

y

0.32

0.20

0.08

1.20

0.48

0.36

z

0.21

0.15

0.06

0.79

0.28

0.19

x: Left to Right Lateral Direction
y: Anterior to Posterior Direction
z: Craniocaudal Direction
Table 2. Verification Point Offsets and Individual Field Dose Difference between Calculation and Measurement at Both Original Point and Offset Point.
Pt.
No.

Field
No.

Calculated
a
Dose
(cGy)

Measured
Dose
(cGy)

Dose
b
Difference
(%)

Verification
Point offset
(x, y, z)(cm)

Calculated
Dose at offset
Point(cGy)

Dose Difference
c
at Offset Point
(%)

Dose Difference
at Offset Point
(cGy)

1

4

21.5

28.4

+32.1

(‐0.2, +0.2, ‐0.2)

28.4

0

0.0

2

7

20.7

17.2

+16.9

(‐0.2, +0.2, 0.0)

17.2

0

0.0

3

5

25.7

29.2

+13.6

(+0.2, 0.0, ‐0.1)

29.2

0

0.0

4

4

16.9

15.2

‐10.1

(0.0, 0.0, +0.1)

15.2

0

0.0

5

1

17.6

19.7

+11.9

(+0.1, 0.0, +0.2)

19.7

0

0.0

6

6

41.3

29.5

‐28.6

(+0.2, +0.1, 0.0)

29.5

0

0.0

7

6

21.8

24.8

+13.8

(‐0.2, ‐0.2, ‐0.2)

24.8

0

0

8

7

26.2

22.4

‐14.5

(0.0, ‐0.3, 0.0)

23.9

‐6.3

1.5

9

6

23.9

20.6

‐13.8

(+0.1, ‐0.2, ‐0.2)

20.6

0

0.0

10

5

21.5

18.9

‐12.1

(0.0, ‐0.1, +0.1)

18.9

0

0.0

11
12

1

23.7

26.3

+11.0

(0.0, ‐0.2, 0.0)

26.3

0

0.0

4

40.0

35.4

‐11.5

(0.0, ‐0.2, 0.0)

35.4

0

0.0

3

22.3

19.6

‐12.1

(+0.2, 0.0, 0.0)

19.6

0

0.0

13

7

34.2

28.8

‐15.8

(+0.3, +0.3, 0.0)

31.0

‐7.1

2.2

14

4

17.1

14.3

‐16.4

(+0.3, 0.0, 0.0)

15.8

‐9.5

1.5

15

3

28.3

25.1

‐11.3

(‐0.3, 0.0, 0.0)

26.3

‐4.6

3.2

16

6

13.4

11.3

‐15.7

(‐0.3, +0.3, 0.0)

12.5

‐9.6

1.6

a

Calculated dose: Dose calculated in EclipseTM treatment planning system at the original verification point
Dose difference (%): (Measured dose – Calculated dose) / Calculated dose × 100
c
Dose difference at offset point (%): (Measured dose – Calculated dose at offset point) / Calculated dose at offset point × 100
b
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Fig. 2(a)

Fig. 2(b)
Fig. 2. Dose difference at offset point. Dose difference decreased in all individual fields with 12 fields being zero (a), Total dose difference decreased in
most cases (b).

The DICOM dose files of both groups were exported
from the TPS and converted into the ASCII dose files.
Under the assumption that the DQA results of the examination group were perturbed by setup errors, we explored their 3D dose gradients within a cube of 6 × 6
× 6 mm3 centered at a verification point (origin of the
coordinate). The exploring range of ±3 mm along the x,
y, and z axes was from the total setup error including
random and possible setup errors due to the room laser
misalignment [20]. Dose gradients of both groups were
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calculated to compare the DQA results of both groups
in terms of dose gradients. The doses in a 0.1 mm‐resolution inside the cube (total 343 points) were compared
to seek a point (denoted as offset point) where the individual field dose difference was minimized. A custom‐
made program using MatlabTM (The Mathworks, Natick,
MA, USA) was coded for this purpose. The flow chart
of this program is shown in Fig. 1. At the offset point,
the total and individual field dose differences were
recalculated.
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3. RESULTS
The average dose gradients of the control group in
the cube along the x, y, and z axes were 0.21±0.04 cGy․
mm-1, 0.20±0.08 cGy․mm-1, and 0.15±0.06 cGy․mm-1,
respectively (Table 1). The corresponding values of the
examination group were 0.64±0.31 cGy․mm-1, 0.48±0.36
-1
-1
cGy․mm , and 0.28±0.19 cGy․mm , respectively. The
dose gradients of the examination group were about 2‐3
times larger than those of the control group. This indicated that there was a strong correlation between the
dose gradients and the DQA results (p‐value: 0.05).
Figure 2(a) demonstrates that the individual field dose
differences at the offset points were significantly
reduced. Inside the cube (6 × 6 × 6 mm3), it was possible to find an offset point where the calculated dose
was almost the same as the measured dose (12 out of
17 fields) or in a better agreement with the measured
dose (5 out of 17). Therefore, the mean of 17 individual
field dose differences was reduced from 15.4% to 2.2%
when considering the offset. The 11 out of 16 DAQ
(note that one case had two individual fields having
over 10% dose difference) results at the offset point
showed a better agreement with measured total doses
than the original results (Fig. 2(b)). Thus, the mean of
total dose differences was also reduced from 3.1% to
2.2%. Table 2 summarizes offset points and individual
field dose differences at the offset points for fields of
the examination group. The individual field dose differences were up to ±10 cGy. However, the individual
field dose differences at the offset points were all less
than ±3.2 cGy. The distributions of offset points are
shown in Fig. 3 [X‐Y plane (a), X‐Z plane (b), Y‐Z
plane (c)]. In five individual fields, the amount of offset
reached to 3 mm (the maximum offset investigated) in
at least one axis. The most of others showed 2 mm offset in at least one axis. The average amount of offset
along the x, y, and z axes was 0.01±0.19 cm, ‐
0.01±0.18 cm, and ‐0.02±0.10 cm, respectively. With the
average amount of offset close to zero, it is considered
that the amount of systematic error was minimal. The
average amount of absolute offset (i.e., regardless of +
or – direction) along the x, y, and z directions were
0.15±0.11 cm, 0.14±0.11 cm, and 0.06±0.08 cm,
respectively. This indicated that setup errors along the x
and y directions were larger than that along the z direction (longitudinal direction of the couch).

Fig. 3(a)

Fig. 3(b)

Fig. 3(c)
Fig. 3. X‐Y (a), X‐Z (b), and Y‐Z (c) distributions of offset points, which
represent the amount of offsetting with respect to the verification
point.
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The sources of difference between measured and calculated doses fall into the following three categories:
treatment planning system, delivery system, and measurement process [3, 13, 21−23]. The passing rates of
92.2% in the criteria of ±3% and 98.5% in the criteria
of ±5% for our IMRT DQA results supported that the
TPS and delivery systems were appropriately commissioned [13, 24]. Our local confidence limits of both
point and 2D per‐field measurements were 3.8% and
90% passing rate, respectively. We used a 2D‐ARRAY
seven29 with 729 ion chamber (OCTAVIUS Detector
729, PTW, Freiburg, Germany) and gamma criteria of
3%/3 mm for the 2D per‐field measurement. Our local
confidence limits were comparable to the corresponding
values of AAPM TG 119 that were provided as a practical baseline (93% at 95% confidence level) for IMRT
commissioning. The large individual field dose differences (> ±10%) were observed only in 16 DQA plans
of the examination group (out of 184 DQA results). In
addition, the offset points of the examination group
were randomly distributed in the 3D coordinate. These
indicated that there were no systematic errors in our
TPS, delivery systems, and measurement procedure.
To the best of our knowledge, this study first provided the quantitative data that support the large individual field dose difference of IMRT DQA mainly
stems from possible geometric errors (e.g., random setup errors) under the influence of steep dose gradients of
IMRT field.
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